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ABSTRACT 

Depressions on topographic surfaces play a significant role in a series of hydrologic 

processes. However, depressions are rarely simulated in hydrologic models to account for the 

spatio-temporally varying, discontinuous overland flow due to their complexity. Potholes in the 

Prairie Pothole Region (PPR) have received increasing attention because of their important roles 

in water retention, flood control, groundwater recharge and discharge, and water quality 

management. However, hydrologic functions and behaviors of these potholes are poorly 

understood due to their spatially and temporally varied hydrologic processes. 

In this study, a physically-based distributed puddle-to-puddle (P2P) overland flow model was 

developed to simulate the dynamic behaviors of depressions and their interactions, and analyze 

their hydrologic connectivity and the related threshold behaviors. The overland flow model 

featured with a puddle-based modeling structure and cell-to-cell (C2C) and P2P flow routing 

procedures. Six simulations were conducted and three experiments were performed in this study 

to test the P2P overland flow model. Two complex topographic surfaces were selected for 

hydrologic connectivity analysis by using the P2P model and two modified connectivity indices. 

In addition, threshold behaviors of potholes were analyzed for a selected watershed in the Red 

River basin. It is concluded that the P2P overland flow model is capable of (1) quantifying the 

spatio-temporal distributions and variability of overland flow, (2) characterizing the dynamic 

depression filling, spilling, and merging processes, (3) simulating infiltration under various 

topographic surfaces, and (4) revealing the threshold behaviors and hydrologic connectivity 

under the influence of surface topography. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Surface topography influences overland flow generation (Martin et al., 2008), delays the 

initiation of surface runoff (Darboux and Huang, 2005), and enhances the retention of runoff 

water (Abedini et al., 2006). In the recent decade, research efforts have been made to quantify 

the hydrologic role of surface topography, analyze the dynamic behaviors related to surface 

depressions, and investigate hydrologic connectivity (e.g., Darboux et al., 2001; Darboux et al., 

2002; Planchon and Darboux, 2002; Antoine et al., 2009; Thompson et al., 2010). However, 

more efforts are needed to physically quantify the effects of depressions on surface runoff 

generation. 

Under the influence of surface topography, overland flow can be characterized by a series of 

hierarchical puddle-to-puddle (P2P) filling, spilling, and merging processes (Chu et al., 2012). 

Surface depressions play an important role in storing rainwater, controlling overland flow 

generation and infiltration, modifying runoff patterns, and governing solute transport and soil 

erosion (Ullah and Dickinson, 1979; Zhang and Cundy, 1989; Huang and Bradford, 1990; 

Darboux et al., 2002; Darboux and Huang, 2005; Thompson et al., 2010). However, these 

processes are rarely simulated in overland flow models due to their complexity. Many models 

rely on removing depressions by smoothing the DEM data (Marks et al., 1984; Jenson and 

Domingue, 1988) to avoid simulating the complex water movement in depressions and their 

dynamic interactions. Chu et al. (2012) proposed a new surface delineation approach to 

characterize surface topography with focus on delineating puddles in a “dynamic” fashion (Chu 

et al., 2012). The developed puddle delineation (PD) software (Chu et al., 2010) can be used to 

delineate puddles at different levels, determine their hierarchical relationships, and deal with 
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special topographic conditions. The puddle delineation results can be further used for the related 

hydrologic modeling and analysis. 

Prairie Pothole Region (PPR) is located in northern United States and southern Canada. It 

covers the most part of the Red River Basin in North Dakota. The PPR contains roughly 25 

million ponds, wetlands and lakes (Gritzner, 2006). The sizes of these depressions or prairie 

potholes range from an acre to several square miles. Due to their important roles in water 

retention, flood-peak reduction, groundwater recharge and discharge, and water-quality 

regulation, these depressions have received increasing attention (Ullah and Dickinson, 1979; 

Hayashi et al., 2003). Potholes can be characterized by a “fill and spill” process and described as 

“isolated basins” (Winter and LaBaugh, 2003). In addition, potholes may interact with each other 

when they are fully filled with water, and they may spill water to their adjacent downstream 

depressions (Winter and LaBaugh, 2003, Chu et al., 2012). Dynamic storage of potholes showed 

significant influences on stream runoff response (Spence, 2006). The variability and the dynamic 

hydrologic processes of depressions have been identified as critical topics to improve the 

understanding of the hydrology related to prairie potholes (Winter and LaBaugh, 2003). 

However, hydrologic functions and behaviors of these depressions are poorly understood due to 

their spatially and temporally varied hydrologic processes (Winter and LaBaugh, 2003), which 

results in regional hydrologic problems/issues such as water supply, water pollution, and water 

conflict for agricultural use and natural resources management. Two examples of the regional 

hydrologic problems in North Dakota are: (1) continuous increase in water level of Devils Lake 

and (2) frequently occurred floods in the Red River Basin (Gleason et al., 2007). 

Hydrologic connectivity has been studied in recent years (e.g., Darboux et al., 2001; Brierley 

et al., 2006; Bracken and Croke, 2007; Antoine et al., 2009). Hydrologic connectivity has been 
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used to represent the spatio-temporal conveyance passage to transfer water and the related mass 

over a land surface (Pringle et al., 2003; Bracken and Croke, 2007). Functional hydrologic 

connectivity (FHC) characterizes the system responses to dynamic inputs and the complex 

system structure (Bracken and Croke, 2007). Existing studies on functional hydrologic 

connectivity focused mainly on analyzing simplified outlet hydrographs (Darboux et al., 2001; 

Antoine et al., 2009; Appels et al., 2011). However, few efforts have been made to quantitatively 

reveal the spatio-temporal changes in surface microtopography-influenced hydrologic 

connectivity. 

The study was aimed to: (1) develop a physically-based, distributed P2P overland flow model 

for simulating the topography-influenced overland flow generation processes and dynamic P2P 

processes, (2) test the P2P overland flow model by using laboratory experiments, (3) apply the 

P2P overland flow model to a real site selected in the PPR, (4) analyze the related hydrologic 

connectivity. The PD software and the P2P overland flow model have been used to: (1) evaluate 

the DEM resolution effects on surface depression properties (Yang and Chu, 2012a), (2) analyze 

the spatially and temporally varied hydrologic connectivity (Yang and Chu, 2012b), and (3) 

quantify the threshold behaviors of potholes in PPR (Chu et al., 2012).  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Development of the P2P Overland Flow Model 

Most existing watershed delineation methods rely on filling sinks/depressions so as to define 

a fully connected drainage network of a watershed. These methods involve detecting the 

drainage network for a basin by starting from the most upstream cells. It is assumed in the 

methods that the entire watershed contributes water to the outlet through a well-defined drainage 
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system and that there is no change in flow directions and accumulations over time (Chu, 2011). 

Thus, hydrologic modeling based on these delineation methods fails to simulate the dynamic P2P 

processes and explicitly account for the effects of surface topography on hydrologic processes, 

such as infiltration and overland flow. 

Structure of the P2P Overland Flow Model 

Depressions break the continuity and connectivity of topographic surfaces, creating a number 

of puddle-based units (PBUs). These PBUs often have relatively independent hydrologic 

characteristics and exhibit strong spatial and temporal variability. Based on the information from 

the PD program (Chu et al., 2010), the P2P overland model tracks the PBUs for each basin and 

detects the upstream-downstream contribution relationships of these PBUs to generate a 

cascaded flow drainage system. PBU is a basic simulation unit in the P2P model, which is 

characterized with unique threshold behaviors. Each PBU consists of a number of contributing 

cells and a highest-level puddle that may include a group of lower-level puddles. A PBU 

connects to its downstream PBU through its overflow threshold. Overland flow is routed for all 

PBUs by following their sequences in the cascaded flow drainage system. 

The cascaded structure of the P2P model facilitates a series of simulations for basins, PBUs 

within each basin, and puddle-to-puddle and cell-to-cell (C2C) within each PBU (Fig. 1). A 

DEM-based C2C drainage network is identified for each PBU. In the C2C water routing, water 

from an upstream area drains to the water-ponded cells in puddles (Fig. 2). The P2P water 

routing simulates the P2P dynamic processes within a PBU (Fig. 1). If a puddle at the highest 

level in a PBU reaches its fully-filled condition, the excess water spills to a downstream PBU. 

The simulation for a basin ends if flow routing is completed for all PBUs in the basin (Fig. 1). 

The modeling continues for next basin until all basins are simulated. The P2P overland flow 
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model provides modeling details on the C2C and P2P dynamic processes, puddle filling status, 

ponded water distributions, discharges at basin outlets, and mass balance for all time steps. 
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Fig. 1 Simplified flowchart of the P2P overland flow model 
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In the P2P overland flow model, the source terms include lateral inflow and rainfall input 

while the sink terms consist of lateral outflow, infiltration, and ET losses (Fig. 2). Non-uniform 

and unsteady rainfall and evapotranspiration can be simulated by specifying a group of rainfall 

and ET zones. Infiltration is simulated by a modified Green-Ampt model for layered soils under 

complex rainfall events (Chu and Marino, 2005). 

DEM-based Water Routing for Contributing Cells and P2P Dynamic Processes 

To physically simulate overland flow on a topographic surface, a C2C drainage network is 

identified for each PBU. The C2C drainage network of a PBU is a one-dimensional flow system 

starting from the most upstream cell to downstream cells, and eventually connecting to the 

puddle(s) corresponding to the PBU. A one-dimensional diffusion wave model (Wang and 

Hjelmfelt, 1998, and Jain and Singh, 2005) is developed for the C2C flow routing. Research has 

revealed that diffusion wave equations are sufficiently accurate for modeling overland flow and 

adequate for a variety of cases of practical interests (Gonwa and Kavvas, 1986; Zhang and 

Cundy, 1989; Tayfur et al., 1991; Jain and Singh, 2005). The one-dimensional diffusion wave 

equation can be expressed as: 
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where h = water depth; u = depth-averaged flow velocity; x = distance in flow direction; t = time; 

r = rainfall intensity; f = infiltration rate; e = ET rate; S0 = surface slope; and Sf = friction slope. 

The Manning's equation (SI unit system) can be used to calculate flow velocity: 

fSR
n

u 3
21

  (2) 

where n = Manning’s roughness coefficient; and R = hydraulic radius. 
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The MacCormack scheme (MacCormack, 1969) is used to solve the diffusion wave equation 

[Eq. (1)]. The MacCormack scheme has been proven to be one of the most accurate and efficient 

schemes for overland flow modeling (Kazezyilmaz-Alhan et al., 2004). This solution technique 

implements a two-step finite difference (FD) scheme (forward FD predictor and backward FD 

corrector) with second-order accuracy (Wang and Hjelmfelt, 1998). The major advantages of the 

MacCormack numerical solution method include: (1) it requires fewer parameters; (2) it is 

feasible, practical, and easily amenable to computer programming; and (3) it provides 

simulations that have good agreement with those from the full St. Venant equations (Jain and 

Singh, 2005). 

Initial and Boundary Conditions 

It is assumed that initially there is no ponded water. Three types of boundary conditions are 

considered in the P2P overland flow model, including (1) no inflow boundary for the most 

upstream cells of the delineated overland flow system, (2) constant head boundary for the water 

ponded cells, and (3) zero-depth gradient boundary for the outlet cells of the surface. 

The P2P water routing initiates for a PBU after all water in the C2C drainage network drains 

to the puddle cells (Fig. 1). The P2P water routing simulates the P2P dynamic processes within a 

PBU. Two P2P flow routing steps are repeated until all puddles in the puddle routing (PR) list 

complete their flow routing. If a puddle at the highest level in a PBU reaches the fully-filled 

condition, the excess water spills to a downstream PBU. After the P2P routing is completed for 

all puddles in the PR list of the PBU, water routing initiates for next PBU (Fig. 1). Simulation for 

a basin ends when all of its PBUs complete their flow routing (Fig. 1). The modeling continues 

for next basin until all basins are routed (Fig. 1). The total discharge from the entire surface is 

calculated as the sum of discharges from all basins. 
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The developed P2P overland flow model can be applied to: (1) physically simulate overland 

flow on rough topographic surfaces, (2) characterize the dynamic P2P filling-merging-spilling-

separating processes, and (3) simulate infiltration into soils with various hydrologic/hydraulic 

properties under complex rainfall events. The model provides modeling details on spatial 

distribution of overland flow and flow velocity, the P2P dynamic processes, discharges at basin 

outlets, infiltration and soil moisture conditions, and mass balance summaries for all time steps. 

Testing of the P2P Overland Flow Model 

Six tests were conducted for the P2P overland flow model. These tests focused on evaluating 

the P2P model in simulating: (1) the dynamic puddle filling, spilling, merging, and separating 

processes, (2) infiltration associated with the P2P dynamic processes, and (3) water routing 

associated with infiltration and the P2P dynamic process. Table 1 shows the details on the 

parameters used for the six tests, including simulation durations, surfaces, rainfall, soil types, and 

initial moisture conditions.  

Table 1 Parameters of six tests of the P2P overland flow model  

Test 
Duration 
(min) 

Rainfall 
intensity (cm/hr) Surface Surface 

size (cm2) Experiment Soil type 
Initial soil 
moisture 

1 30.00 1.10 S1 6130.08    

2 80.00 0.10 S2 1211.04    

3 44.00 4.62 S3 6000.00 1 Silty clay 0.165 

4 44.00 4.62 S4 6000.00 2 Silty clay 0.165 

5 80.00 3.23 S5 36000.00 3 Silty clay loam 0.145 

6 19.80 2.0 (15.48 min) S6 500.00  Silty Clay 0.200 

 

Tests 1 and 2 were conducted for complex topographic surfaces S1 and S2 (Figs. 3a and 3b). 

The two surfaces were characterized with complex puddle organizations and relationships. They 
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had 131 and 933 puddles, and 13 and 19 puddle levels, respectively. In the modeling of these two 

tests, assumptions of instantaneous water transfer and imperviousness were introduced. 

 
Fig. 3 DEMs of topographic surfaces S1 – S6 for testing the P2P overland flow model 

(a) S1 (b) S2 (c) S3 

(d) S4 (e) S5 (f) S6 

Three laboratory experiments (Experiments 1 - 3) were selected for testing the P2P model. 

The corresponding tests (Tests 3, 4, and 5) were conducted under the same rainfall and soil 

conditions (Table 1). Experiments 1 and 2 were conducted for rough and smooth surfaces, 

respectively (Figs. 3c and 3d), and Experiment 3 was conducted for a larger rough soil surface 

(1.2 × 3.0 m2) (Fig. 3e). These three surfaces (S3 – S5) were scanned by using an instantaneous-

profile laser scanner, which created high-resolution DEMs. The rainfall for the three experiments 

was generated by a four-head Norton-style rainfall simulator. Outlet discharges and the critical 

times, at which puddles started ponding, merging, and spilling, were recorded during the 

experiments. Instantaneous water transfer was assumed in the modeling of Tests 3 - 5. The 
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simulation results were compared with the observed data from the experiments, including outlet 

discharge, wetting front movement, and occurrence timing of puddle spilling. 

Test 6 was conducted for a puddle-dominated surface (S6, Fig. 3f). Surface S6 had an area of 

0.05 m2, featuring a large puddle (Fig. 3f). The simulation period for Test 6 was 19.8 min, and a 

steady rainfall with an intensity of 2.0 cm/hr and a duration of 15.48 min was applied (Table 1). 

Quantification of Topography-controlled Hydrologic Connectivity 

Previous studies on functional hydrologic connectivity focused mainly on analyzing 

simplified outlet hydrographs. New approaches are needed to examine the intrinsic factors that 

control runoff generation. Hydrographs may not necessarily account for the spatio-temporal 

variations in the generation and evolution processes of overland flow. Few efforts have been 

made to reveal the spatio-temporal changes in hydrologic connectivity affected by surface 

microtopography in an overland flow system. The unique features of the P2P overland flow 

model allow one to address the issues related to topography-influenced hydrologic connectivity 

and threshold behaviors. In this study, we also introduced two modified hydrologic connectivity 

indices to quantitatively describe the spatio-temporal variations in hydrologic connectivity; and 

evaluate the effects of surface topography on hydrologic connectivity. 

P2P Hydrologic Connectivity 

Overland flow on a rough surface is characterized by discontinuous P2P filling-merging-

spilling-separating dynamics (Chu et al., 2012), which involve a series of hydrologically 

connected areas (ACs) and individual ponding areas (PAs) under the influence of surface 

microtopography. Such a hierarchical connecting process is referred to as “P2P hydrologic 

connectivity” (Chu et al., 2012). Depressions break the connectivity of topographic elements, 

forming a number of ACs which essentially are the contributing areas for puddles or outlets. An 
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AC has the potential to expand and connect to its upstream/downstream areas at different stages 

of overland flow generation. The AC expands when the water level in its puddle reaches the 

threshold and spills to the downstream area. The outlet hydrograph features a stepwise changing 

pattern as more areas are connected to the outlet. When all puddles are fully filled, the 

development of ACs is completed and the entire surface drains runoff water to the outlets. The 

evolution/formation of ACs leads to dynamic variations in the related hydrologic and 

geomorphologic processes across the spatial domain. We attempted in this study to quantify the 

spatio-temporal variability in hydrologic connectivity using the P2P overland flow model by 

assuming instantaneous water transfer and impervious surface. 

Time-varying Hydrologic Connectivity Indices 

Based on Western et al. (2001), two modified hydrologic connectivity indices, time-varying 

connectivity function and connectivity length, were proposed in this study to characterize the 

statistical properties of ACs and the dynamic changes in ACs across a topographic surface during 

a rainfall event (Yang and Chu, 2012b). Specifically, a number of ACs with unique ID numbers 

are identified for each tine step by using the P2P model. Each AC consists of numerous 

hydrologically connected cells with the same ID. Note that the ID numbers for all cells may 

change over time due to the P2P dynamics and the evolution of ACs. Based on the ID numbers 

of cells, the time-varying connectivity function and connectivity length can be respectively 

computed by: 

];);,(),([),( TtShithiIDtiIDhiiPthC ACACAC   (3) 
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where CAC(h, t) = connectivity function for separation h at time t; P = probability; IDAC(i, t) = ID 

number of AC for cell i at time t; h = separation distance; S = space domain that includes all cells; 

T = time domain ranging from 0 to the end of the time period; LAC(t) = connectivity length at 

time t; NB = total number of separation bins; hk = separation distance for separation bin k; and 

Δhk = size of separation bin k. The connectivity function index CAC(h, t) represents the lag-

dependent and time-varying probability for hydrologic connections between AC-oriented cells 

across the entire spatial domain. It is expressed as the ratio of the number of pairs of “connected” 

cells to the total number of pairs for each separation and each time step. The connectivity length 

index LAC(t) represents the average AC-oriented, time-varying connectivity length for the entire 

surface. 

In addition, ponding connectivity index CPA(h, t) (Chu et al., 2012) was applied to quantify 

the connections through PAs and characterize the spatial distributions of PAs. The procedures for 

computing CPA(h, t) were similar to those for CAC(h, t). But it was assumed that the cells within a 

PA were connected. Similarly, connectivity length of PAs, LPA(t) can be calculated to represent 

the average connectivity length of PAs. 

Combined P2P Experimental and Modeling Study 

Experiment 3 (Table 1) and surface S5 (Fig. 3e) were selected for the combined experimental 

and modeling study on hydrologic connectivity. Discharge was measured at the outlet of the 

surface. During the experiment, critical times were recorded, at which major puddles started 

spilling through their thresholds. The experiment was stopped when all puddles were fully filled 

and the flow system approached to a steady state. Furthermore, the P2P model was applied to 

simulate the P2P overland flow process under the same conditions (e.g., rainfall, soil, and surface 
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microtopography). Comparison of the simulation against the experimental data was conducted 

and in-depth discussions on hydrologic connectivity were performed. 

Functional Hydrologic Connectivity Analysis 

Two laboratory-scale surfaces (S7 and S8, Fig. 4) were created and used for hydrologic 

connectivity analysis. Surface S7 (Fig. 4a) was created using a styrofoam board with an area of 

0.38 m2. This surface was characterized with a large number of puddles and complex puddle 

relationships (e.g., inclusion and upstream-downstream relationships). Surface S8 (Fig. 4b) was 

generated by randomly distributed soil aggregates across an area of 1.0 m × 0.8 m. High-

resolution DEMs of these two surfaces were obtained by using the instantaneous-profile laser 

scanner. The P2P overland flow model was applied and the proposed connectivity function and 

connectivity length indices were determined to quantify spatio-temporal variations in hydrologic 

connectivity of the two surfaces. 

Fig. 4 DEMs of surfaces S7 and S8 for hydrologic connectivity analysis 

(a) Surface S7 (b) Surface S8 

 

In this study, functional hydrologic connectivity was analyzed by using three indicators: (1) 

connectivity function and connectivity length of ACs, (2) connectivity function and connectivity 

length of PAs, and (3) simplified hydrograph. The first two indicators for FHC characterize the 

spatio-temporal variations of hydrologic connectivity, while the third indicator provides valuable 
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information on the overall response of a topographic surface to rainfall inputs at the outlet. 

Simplified hydrograph denotes the discharge normalized by rainfall input (rQ-P) as a function of 

cumulative rainfall (CP). 

Application of the P2P Overland Flow Model for a Site in the Prairie Pothole Region 

To further demonstrate the capability of the P2P overland flow model, a watershed-scale 

surface (S9, Fig. 5) was selected, which was located in the Red River Basin in North Dakota. 

The DEM resolution of surface S9 was 10 m. This surface had an area of 8.75 × 106 m2. The PD 

program and the P2P overland flow model were utilized for puddle-focused watershed 

delineation and modeling of the P2P dynamics by assuming instantaneous water transfer and 

impervious surface. Uniformly-distributed steady rainfall with an intensity of 6.0 cm/hr was 

applied. The simulation continued until all depressions were fully filled. An initial ponding 

condition was considered in the modeling for several major wetlands (Fig. 5). 

 
Fig. 5 DEM of watershed surface S9 

 

Ponded water 
Puddle-based unit 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Tests of the P2P Overland Flow Model 

Six tests were conducted for the P2P overland flow model (Table 1). Tests 1 and 2 focused 

on simulating the dynamic puddle filling, spilling, merging, and separating processes; Tests 3, 4, 

and 5 were used for testing simulation of infiltration associated with the P2P dynamic processes; 

and Test 6 demonstrated water routing and modeling of infiltration and the P2P dynamics. 

Tests of the P2P Model for Simulating the P2P Dynamics 

Fig. 6a shows the simulated water distribution of surface S1 (Fig. 3a) for Test 1 after the 

entire surface reaches a steady state. Puddle P1 has 39 embedded puddles. Four puddles have an 

upstream-downstream relationship with P1, as indicated by arrows in Fig. 6a. The contributing 

area of puddle P1 is 4037.4 cm2, which accounts 65.86% of the entire surface area. The P2P 

model simulates the puddle filling, spilling, and merging processes in a dynamic fashion based 

on the physical relationships and filling conditions of these puddles, as well as rainfall and 

infiltration characteristics. 
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Fig. 6 Simulated water distribution and hydrograph of surface 1 for Test 1 
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The simulated hydrograph for surface S1 is shown in Fig. 6b. A stepwise changing pattern 

can be observed. After puddle P1 is fully filled, water spills to the downstream through its 

overflow threshold (i.e., point A, Fig. 6a), and the drainage system is fully developed, which 

leads to a significant increase in discharge at t = 22 min (Fig. 6b). Eventually, the hydrograph 

reaches a constant value. 

Fig. 7 shows the spatial distributions of ponded water on surface S2 at four selected times (t 

= 0, 6, 20, and 110 min). It can be observed that the spatial coverage of ponded water increases 

and their hydrologic connections are strengthened with an increase in time. Fig. 8 shows the 

hydrograph of surface S2 from Test 2. A series of stepwise increases can be observed, which can 

be primarily attributed to the microtopographic features of surface S2. The modeling results 

demonstrate the capabilities of the P2P overland flow model in simulating the dynamic P2P 

filling, spilling, and merging processes for complex topographic surfaces. 

 

Fig. 7 Simulated water distribution of surface S2 at four different times for Test 2 

(a) 0 minutes (b) 6 minutes 

(c) 20 minutes (d) 110 minutes 
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Fig. 8 Simulated hydrograph for Test 2 
or S8 (entire surface) 

Tests of the P2P Model in Simulating Infiltration and the P2P Dynamics 

Fig. 9 shows the observed and simulated hydrographs for experiments 1 and 2, and the 

corresponding Tests 3 and 4. These two experiments were conducted for the same soil type (silty 

clay), rainfall condition (4.62 cm/hr), and initial soil moisture content (0.165) (Table 1). The 

simulated hydrographs for Tests 3 and 4 match their observed ones from experiments 1 and 2 

very well (Fig. 9). The calculated NOF and EF are 0.07 and 0.99 for Test 3 (experiment 1), and 

0.08 and 0.98 for Test 4 (experiment 2), respectively. 

 

Fig. 9 Comparison of the observed and simulated hydrographs for Tests 3 and 
4, and experiments 1 and 2 
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Fig. 10a shows the simulated and observed wetting front curves from experiments 1 and 2, 

and Tests 3 and 4. Good agreements have been achieved. The calculated NOF and EF are 0.13 

and 0.78 for Test 3 (experiment 1), and 0.19 and 0.72 for Test 4 (experiment 2), respectively. 

The wetting front depths at time 10 and 40 minutes reach 2.05 and 6.85 cm, respectively. The 

simulated and observed critical times of puddle ponding and spilling for surface S3 are shown in 

Fig. 10b, from which good agreement also can be observed. 
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Fig. 10 Comparison of the simulated and observed wetting front depths and 

critical times for Tests 3 and 4, and experiments 1 and 2 

(a) 

 

Mass balance analyses for these two experiments and the corresponding modeling tests are 

summarized in Table 2. Except for the cumulative runoff and infiltration for Test 3, the relative 

errors for all other mass balance terms are less than 1% (Table 2). It hence can be concluded that 

good agreements have been achieved for both modeling tests. Infiltration is a dominant process 

for such a soil system. The observed cumulative infiltration values are 18,403.54 cm3 (70.89% of 

rainfall) and 18700.67 cm3 (70.79% of rainfall) for Experiments 1 and 2, respectively. 
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Table 2 Mass balance analyses for Tests 3 and 4, and experiments 1 and 2 

Mass Balance Terms Observed Simulated Relative Error (%) 

Experiment 1 
(Test 3) 

Cumulative rainfall (cm3) 25960.32 25960.32 0.00 

Cumulative runoff (cm3) 6805.00 6612.31 -2.83 

Cumulative infiltration (cm3) 18403.54 18596.23 1.05 

Depression storage (cm3) 751.77 751.77 0.00 

Experiment 2 
(Test 4) 

Cumulative rainfall (cm3) 26417.94 26417.94 0.00 

Cumulative runoff (cm3) 7717.00 7772.19 0.72 

Cumulative infiltration (cm3) 18700.67 18645.75 -0.29 

Depression storage (cm3) 0.28 0.28 0.00 

 
Experiment 3 was used to demonstrate the capability of the P2P model in simulations for a 

larger and complex soil surface (S5, Fig. 3e). The observed and simulated hydrographs are 

shown in Fig. 11. The hydrographs again exhibit a stepwise increasing pattern, which can be 

attributed to the unique threshold flow associated with the puddle filling-merging-spilling 

dynamics. When all puddles were fully filled, the entire surface contributed runoff water to the 

outlet through the well-connected drainage system, which led to a significant increase in the 

hydrographs (Figs. 11). 
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(b) Exp9 - Triple soil box surface(11/17/2010)
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Fig. 11 Comparison of the observed and simulated hydrographs for 
Test 5 and experiment 3 

 
Comparisons of the simulated and observed wetting front depths and the critical times of 

puddle ponding and filling processes are shown in Figs. 12a and 12b, respectively. The NOF and 
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EF for the observed and simulated wetting front depths are 0.15 and 0.97, respectively. Table 3 

summarizes the mass balance analysis for Test 5 and experiment 3. The relative error of 

cumulative infiltration for Test 5 is only 1.01%, which demonstrates the capability of the P2P 

overland flow model for simulating the topography-influenced infiltration process and the 

associated P2P dynamics. 
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Fig. 12 Comparison of the simulated and observed wetting front depths and 
critical times for Test 5 and experiment 3 

 
Table 3 Mass balance analyses for Test 5 and experiment 3 

Mass Balance Terms Observed Simulated Relative Error (%) 

Cumulative rainfall (cm3) 154896.40 154896.40 0.00% 

Cumulative runoff (cm3) 28361.00 29553.47 -4.20% 

Cumulative infiltration (cm3) 118575.72 117383.25 1.01% 

Depression storage (cm3) 7959.68 7959.68 0.00% 

 

Test of the P2P Model in Simulating Water Routing, Infiltration, and the P2P Dynamics 

Test 6 was conducted to demonstrate the capability of the P2P model in simulating overland 

flow on a puddle-dominated surface (S6, Fig. 3f). Specifically, we tested: (1) the D8 diffusion 

wave routing approach by using the delineated drainage network for a PBU, (2) the capability of 
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handling the interactions between diffusion wave routing cells and water-ponded puddle cells, 

and (3) three types of boundary conditions. 

Fig. 13 shows the hydrograph simulated by the P2P model for surface S6 (Fig. 3f). Two 

stepwise increases can be observed in Fig. 13. The first stepwise increase resulted from the water 

contribution by the PBU adjacent to the outlet of surface S6. Since there was no puddle in this 

PBU (Fig. 3f), contributing cells drained water directly to the outlet of the surface. The large 

puddle on surface S6 underwent a filling process before t = 5.84 min. Overland flow was routed 

by the diffusion wave model from upstream cells to downstream water-ponded puddle cells in 

the delineated D8 flow drainage network. The interaction between contributing cells and water-

ponded puddle cells was simulated through a constant head boundary condition. The large 

puddle was full filled at t = 15.88 min, spilling water to its downstream area, which resulted in a 

significant increase in discharge (Fig. 13). After rainfall stopped, the hydrograph decreased 

quickly and eventually reached zero. The simulated cumulative infiltration and outlet discharge 

are 108.06 and 113.10 cm3, respectively. This test demonstrates the diffusion wave overland 

flow routing implemented in the P2P model and simulation of the interactions between the 

contributing cells and the water-ponded puddle cells. 

 
Fig. 13 Simulated hydrograph for Test 6 
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Topography-controlled Hydrologic Connectivity Analysis 

Combined Experimental and Modeling Study for Hydrologic Connectivity Analysis 

Fig. 14a shows the observed and simulated hydrographs for surface S5 of experiment 3. 

Interesting variations in hydrologic connectivity can be observed from the critical times related 

to initiation of puddle spilling (Fig. 14b) and the calculated connectivity lengths of ACs and PAs 

(LAC and LPA) (Figs. 14a and 14b). The designed puddle relationships ensured precise 

measurement of the timing of puddle spilling and observation of the development of ACs and 

hydrologic connectivity during the experiment. Basically, the puddle ponding and spilling times 

from the simulation match the observed ones from the experiment (Fig. 14b). The NOF and EF 

for the simulated and observed times are 0.07 and 0.61, respectively. 

 

Fig. 14 Observed and simulated hydrographs, critical ponding and spilling times, 
and connectivity lengths of ACs and PAs (LAC and LPA) for surface S5  
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The observed and simulated hydrographs start increasing at t = 16.0 min (Fig. 14a). Both 

hydrographs show a stepwise increasing pattern (Fig. 14a), implying dramatic changes in 

hydrologic connectivity. A puddle starts spilling once it is fully filled. If its corresponding AC 

directly connects to the outlet of the surface, a step-wise increase in discharge occurs (Fig. 14a). 

Each stepwise increase in the hydrograph is associated with a new puddle spilling process and 

the corresponding evolution of ACs. After all puddles are well connected and the evolution of 

ACs is completed, the entire surface contributes runoff water to the outlet and the hydrograph 

reaches a plateau (Fig. 14a). 

Simplified hydrograph and connectivity length of ACs (LAC) (Fig. 14a) are two connectivity 

measurement indicators that have different hydrologic meanings and are calculated by different 

methods. However, these two indicators show considerable similarity in representing the system 

response and the behavior of runoff generation. They exhibit a similar stepwise increasing 

pattern (Fig. 14a). Meanwhile, certain differences can be observed in the shapes of the LAC curve 

and the simplified hydrograph. LAC is greater than zero at the beginning (i.e., dry surface) (Fig. 

14a), which represents the structural hydrologic connectivity property for the surface. Also, LAC 

shows more detailed stepwise increases or variations, as indicated in the circle in Fig. 14a. This 

indicates that LAC not only reflects the first type ACs as the simplified hydrograph does, but also 

is a function of the second type ACs. The difference between the changing patterns of the 

simplified hydrograph and LAC can be more significant for surfaces with complex topographic 

characteristics. LAC increases from 3.89 cm (initial stage) to 20.73 cm (final stage) (Fig. 14a). LAC 

quantifies the properties of both structural hydrologic connectivity (DEM-based hydrologic 

connectivity of the topographic surface) and functional hydrologic connectivity (P2P hydrologic 
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connectivity of the dynamic overland flow system). Thus, LAC bridges the gap between SHC and 

FHC for hydrologic connectivity analysis. 

The connectivity length of PAs (LPA) shows a continuous, significant increase before it 

reaches a plateau (Fig. 14b). Each puddle makes flow contribution to the increase of LPA before it 

is fully filled. Resultantly, the shape of the LPA curve changes when puddles are fully filled and 

start spilling in the runoff generation process. The magnitude of LPA at a specific time indicates 

the average size of the water-ponded areas across the entire surface. The increasing pattern is 

determined by surface topography and characteristics of the source/sink terms of the drainage 

system. 

In summary, the dynamic P2P processes govern hydrologic connectivity, control surface 

runoff generation, and alter the flow drainage pattern. Connectivity lengths for ACs and PAs 

(LAC and LPA) are capable of quantifying the basic topography-associated hydrologic connectivity 

and the evolution/formation of hydrologic connectivity, and revealing the dynamic threshold 

behaviors of overland flow generation. 

Quantification of the Spatio-temporal Variations in Hydrologic Connectivity for Surfaces with 

Various Topographic Characteristics 

Fig. 15 displays the simulated hydrographs and connectivity lengths of ACs and PAs (LAC 

and LPA) for surfaces S7 and S8 (Fig. 4). For surface S8, the simplified hydrograph, LAC, and LPA 

curves have similar changing patterns (Fig. 15b). However, surface S7 has dissimilar changing 

patterns of these curves (Fig. 15a). This can be attributed to the distinct topographic 

characteristics and boundary conditions for surfaces S7 and S8. Surface S7 has larger combined 

puddles and a close boundary, while surface S8 features smaller uniformly-distributed puddles 

and an open boundary. Thus, surface S7 has a faster development of hydrologic connectivity 
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within the topography-influenced system comparing with the development of connectivity to its 

outlets (i.e., simplified hydrograph). 

Fig. 15 Simulated hydrographs and connectivity lengths of ACs and 
PAs (LAC and LPA) for surfaces S7 and S8 
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The connectivity functions of ACs and PAs of surface S8 for five time points (t = 0.01, 0.08, 

0.17, 0.42, and 0.83 hr) are shown in Figs. 16a and 16b, respectively. For any selected time, the 

CAC curve shows a gradually decreasing trend with separation h (Fig. 16a), which indicates a 

decreasing pattern of hydrologic connectivity. Hydrologic connectivity is improved with 

increasing time. Separation h reaches the maximum at t = 0.83 hr (Fig. 16a). Fig. 16b shows the 

connectivity functions of PAs for the five selected time points. Based on the simulation results, 

CPA equals 0.0 at t = 0.0 hr because there is no initial ponded water on surface S8. CPA decreases 

with separation h for other times and ponded water connectivity is improved over time (Fig. 16b). 
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For any time, the value of CPA for h = 0 represents the ratio of ponded area to the total surface 

area. 

Fig. 16 Connectivity functions of ACs and PAs (CAC, CPA) for surface S8 at different times 
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It can be concluded from the preceding discussions that the time-varying connectivity 

functions CAC and CPA, and connectivity lengths LAC and LPA for ACs and PAs effectively reveal 

the spatio-temporal variations in hydrologic connectivity in the topography-controlled overland 

flow generation process. Hydrologic connectivity may vary with surface topographic 

characteristics at different stages of the overland flow generation processes. 

Application of the P2P Overland Flow Model in the Prairie Pothole Region 

Fig. 17a displays some summarized details on the delineated watershed, including the major 

highest-level puddles, their thresholds, flow accumulations, and PBUs. Strong non-uniformity 

can be observed from the shapes and distributions of the delineated puddles. Surface S9 had 204 

puddles at 18 different levels. The maximum ponding area and maximum depression storage 

(MDS) of the entire surface were 2.68 ×106 m2 and 9.95 ×106 m3, respectively. Note that this 

maximum depression storage did not include the initial ponded water. The main cascaded flow 

drainage system started from PBU3 and PBU2 to PBU1, and ended at the outlet of the watershed 
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(point O, Fig. 17a). PBU4 was connected to PBU2, and PBUs 5, 6, and 7 contributed water to 

PBU3 (Fig. 17a). Note that many small PBUs were combined with larger PBUs in Fig. 17a. 

Fig. 17 Delineated puddles and puddle-based units (PBUs), and simulated 
threshold flow and puddle spilling time for surface S9 

(a) (b) 

P1 

PBU1 

PBU2 PBU3 
PBU5 

PBU4 PBU6 

PBU7 

O P1 

 

A real topography-controlled hydrologic system usually shows complex and dynamic 

threshold behaviors. The timing of puddle spilling and the amount of spilled water are critical to 

the related hydrologic analysis. Fig. 17b illustrates the spilling times and the final threshold flow 

discharges simulated by the P2P overland flow model for all major puddles by assuming 

instantaneous water transfer. Puddles had dissimilar initial spilling times, depending on their 

hydrotopographic characteristics (Fig. 17a). Small puddles were fully filled and started spilling at 

t = 0.33 hr. For large puddles (e.g., P1 in Fig. 17b), however, it took as long as 24.00 hr. The 

spilling time for a PBU depended not only on its size (area) and the MDS of its puddle(s), but 

also other topographic features and the lateral inflow from the upstream PBUs. 
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In addition to puddle filling and spilling, merging also was one of the critical P2P processes 

within a PBU. PBU1 included 59 puddles at 18 levels, 58 of which were embedded puddles. 

Following the initial filling and spilling processes, these embedded puddles underwent a series of 

merging, filling, and spilling processes, which formed a number of higher-level puddles. Such a 

process repeated until the highest-level puddle was fully filled. Spilling of the embedded puddles 

in a PBU varied, depending on their filling conditions and their relationships to others. The 

dynamic P2P processes of the embedded puddles influenced the hydrologic behaviors within a 

PBU although the embedded puddles made no direct contributions to the overall flow discharge 

at the outlet of the watershed. 

Potholes in the Red River Basin were a series of cascaded, threshold-driven big “puddles” 

(lakes). Each pothole had its own filling status and interacted with others. Eventually, all PBUs 

in the P2P drainage system were well connected. As shown in Fig. 17b, the final threshold flow 

discharges from these PBUs increased along the drainage direction, reaching the highest 

discharge at the outlet (4.30 × 105 m3/hr). The P2P overland flow model can be used to simulate 

the P2P dynamic processes over rough topographic surfaces. The modeling particularly helps 

understand the detailed P2P filling-merging-spilling overland flow dynamics under the influence 

of surface microtopography, reveal the actual threshold behaviors, and analyze hydrologic 

connectivity. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It has been a challenge to physically simulate the spatially and temporally varying 

discontinuous overland flow due to their irregularity and complexity. In this study, a physically-

based distributed overland flow model was developed to simulate puddle filling, spilling, and 

merging dynamics, as well as topography-influenced infiltration process. The special features of 
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this model included a new modeling structure (e.g., puddle-based units) and two water routing 

procedures (i.e., cell-to-cell and puddle-to-puddle water routing). 

Six tests were conducted and three laboratory experiments were used to demonstrate the 

capabilities of the P2P overland flow model. Based on the testing results, it can be concluded that 

the P2P overland flow model was capable of: (1) accurately simulating spatio-temporal water 

distributions and discharge at the outlet(s) of topographic surfaces; (2) modeling the dynamic 

threshold behaviors of depressions (filling and spilling) and their interactions (merging and 

spilling); and (3) simulating infiltration under various surface topographic conditions. 

In addition, the developed model was further applied to investigate: (1) the topography-

controlled hydrologic connectivity and (2) threshold behaviors of potholes in the Prairie Pothole 

Region. Two modified hydrologic connectivity indices were proposed to quantify scale-

dependent and time-varying hydrologic connectivity of connected areas and ponded areas. It was 

found that connectivity function and connectivity length were capable of quantifying the spatio-

temporal variations in hydrologic connectivity. Hydrologic connectivity may vary at different 

stages of the overland flow generation processes for surfaces with distinct topographic 

characteristics. Furthermore, the simulation results for a watershed in the Red River Basin 

demonstrated the capability of the P2P model in simulating the filling, merging, and spilling 

processes of potholes and revealing their threshold behaviors. 

The future study will focus on improving the current P2P overland flow model and applying 

it to more sites in the Prairie Pothole Region. It is expected to apply the P2P overland flow 

model to address regional hydrologic issues, such as (1) natural resources management, (2) 

delineation and modeling of the prairie pothole wetlands, and (3) floods and draughts. 
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	ABSTRACT 
	Depressions on topographic surfaces play a significant role in a series of hydrologic processes. However, depressions are rarely simulated in hydrologic models to account for the spatio-temporally varying, discontinuous overland flow due to their complexity. Potholes in the Prairie Pothole Region (PPR) have received increasing attention because of their important roles in water retention, flood control, groundwater recharge and discharge, and water quality management. However, hydrologic functions and behav
	In this study, a physically-based distributed puddle-to-puddle (P2P) overland flow model was developed to simulate the dynamic behaviors of depressions and their interactions, and analyze their hydrologic connectivity and the related threshold behaviors. The overland flow model featured with a puddle-based modeling structure and cell-to-cell (C2C) and P2P flow routing procedures. Six simulations were conducted and three experiments were performed in this study to test the P2P overland flow model. Two comple
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	INTRODUCTION 
	Surface topography influences overland flow generation (Martin et al., 2008), delays the initiation of surface runoff (Darboux and Huang, 2005), and enhances the retention of runoff water (Abedini et al., 2006). In the recent decade, research efforts have been made to quantify the hydrologic role of surface topography, analyze the dynamic behaviors related to surface depressions, and investigate hydrologic connectivity (e.g., Darboux et al., 2001; Darboux et al., 2002; Planchon and Darboux, 2002; Antoine et
	Under the influence of surface topography, overland flow can be characterized by a series of hierarchical puddle-to-puddle (P2P) filling, spilling, and merging processes (Chu et al., 2012). Surface depressions play an important role in storing rainwater, controlling overland flow generation and infiltration, modifying runoff patterns, and governing solute transport and soil erosion (Ullah and Dickinson, 1979; Zhang and Cundy, 1989; Huang and Bradford, 1990; Darboux et al., 2002; Darboux and Huang, 2005; Tho
	special topographic conditions. The puddle delineation results can be further used for the related hydrologic modeling and analysis. 
	Prairie Pothole Region (PPR) is located in northern United States and southern Canada. It covers the most part of the Red River Basin in North Dakota. The PPR contains roughly 25 million ponds, wetlands and lakes (Gritzner, 2006). The sizes of these depressions or prairie potholes range from an acre to several square miles. Due to their important roles in water retention, flood-peak reduction, groundwater recharge and discharge, and water-quality regulation, these depressions have received increasing attent
	Hydrologic connectivity has been studied in recent years (e.g., Darboux et al., 2001; Brierley et al., 2006; Bracken and Croke, 2007; Antoine et al., 2009). Hydrologic connectivity has been 
	used to represent the spatio-temporal conveyance passage to transfer water and the related mass over a land surface (Pringle et al., 2003; Bracken and Croke, 2007). Functional hydrologic connectivity (FHC) characterizes the system responses to dynamic inputs and the complex system structure (Bracken and Croke, 2007). Existing studies on functional hydrologic connectivity focused mainly on analyzing simplified outlet hydrographs (Darboux et al., 2001; Antoine et al., 2009; Appels et al., 2011). However, few 
	The study was aimed to: (1) develop a physically-based, distributed P2P overland flow model for simulating the topography-influenced overland flow generation processes and dynamic P2P processes, (2) test the P2P overland flow model by using laboratory experiments, (3) apply the P2P overland flow model to a real site selected in the PPR, (4) analyze the related hydrologic connectivity. The PD software and the P2P overland flow model have been used to: (1) evaluate the DEM resolution effects on surface depres
	MATERIALS AND METHODS 
	Development of the P2P Overland Flow Model 
	Most existing watershed delineation methods rely on filling sinks/depressions so as to define a fully connected drainage network of a watershed. These methods involve detecting the drainage network for a basin by starting from the most upstream cells. It is assumed in the methods that the entire watershed contributes water to the outlet through a well-defined drainage 
	system and that there is no change in flow directions and accumulations over time (Chu, 2011). Thus, hydrologic modeling based on these delineation methods fails to simulate the dynamic P2P processes and explicitly account for the effects of surface topography on hydrologic processes, such as infiltration and overland flow. 
	Structure of the P2P Overland Flow Model 
	Depressions break the continuity and connectivity of topographic surfaces, creating a number of puddle-based units (PBUs). These PBUs often have relatively independent hydrologic characteristics and exhibit strong spatial and temporal variability. Based on the information from the PD program (Chu et al., 2010), the P2P overland model tracks the PBUs for each basin and detects the upstream-downstream contribution relationships of these PBUs to generate a cascaded flow drainage system. PBU is a basic simulati
	The cascaded structure of the P2P model facilitates a series of simulations for basins, PBUs within each basin, and puddle-to-puddle and cell-to-cell (C2C) within each PBU (Fig. 1). A DEM-based C2C drainage network is identified for each PBU. In the C2C water routing, water from an upstream area drains to the water-ponded cells in puddles (Fig. 2). The P2P water routing simulates the P2P dynamic processes within a PBU (Fig. 1). If a puddle at the highest level in a PBU reaches its fully-filled condition, th
	model provides modeling details on the C2C and P2P dynamic processes, puddle filling status, ponded water distributions, discharges at basin outlets, and mass balance for all time steps. 
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	Fig. 1 Simplified flowchart of the P2P overland flow model 
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	Fig. 2 Cell-to-cell (C2C) and Puddle-to-puddle (P2P) flow routing 
	(a) a contributing cell 
	(b) a puddle 

	In the P2P overland flow model, the source terms include lateral inflow and rainfall input while the sink terms consist of lateral outflow, infiltration, and ET losses (Fig. 2). Non-uniform and unsteady rainfall and evapotranspiration can be simulated by specifying a group of rainfall and ET zones. Infiltration is simulated by a modified Green-Ampt model for layered soils under complex rainfall events (Chu and Marino, 2005). 
	DEM-based Water Routing for Contributing Cells and P2P Dynamic Processes 
	To physically simulate overland flow on a topographic surface, a C2C drainage network is identified for each PBU. The C2C drainage network of a PBU is a one-dimensional flow system starting from the most upstream cell to downstream cells, and eventually connecting to the puddle(s) corresponding to the PBU. A one-dimensional diffusion wave model (Wang and Hjelmfelt, 1998, and Jain and Singh, 2005) is developed for the C2C flow routing. Research has revealed that diffusion wave equations are sufficiently accu
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	where h = water depth; u = depth-averaged flow velocity; x = distance in flow direction; t = time; r = rainfall intensity; f = infiltration rate; e = ET rate; S0 = surface slope; and Sf = friction slope. The Manning's equation (SI unit system) can be used to calculate flow velocity: 
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	where n = Manning’s roughness coefficient; and R = hydraulic radius. 
	The MacCormack scheme (MacCormack, 1969) is used to solve the diffusion wave equation [Eq. (1)]. The MacCormack scheme has been proven to be one of the most accurate and efficient schemes for overland flow modeling (Kazezyilmaz-Alhan et al., 2004). This solution technique implements a two-step finite difference (FD) scheme (forward FD predictor and backward FD corrector) with second-order accuracy (Wang and Hjelmfelt, 1998). The major advantages of the MacCormack numerical solution method include: (1) it re
	Initial and Boundary Conditions 
	It is assumed that initially there is no ponded water. Three types of boundary conditions are considered in the P2P overland flow model, including (1) no inflow boundary for the most upstream cells of the delineated overland flow system, (2) constant head boundary for the water ponded cells, and (3) zero-depth gradient boundary for the outlet cells of the surface. 
	The P2P water routing initiates for a PBU after all water in the C2C drainage network drains to the puddle cells (Fig. 1). The P2P water routing simulates the P2P dynamic processes within a PBU. Two P2P flow routing steps are repeated until all puddles in the puddle routing (PR) list complete their flow routing. If a puddle at the highest level in a PBU reaches the fully-filled condition, the excess water spills to a downstream PBU. After the P2P routing is completed for all puddles in the PR list of the PB
	The developed P2P overland flow model can be applied to: (1) physically simulate overland flow on rough topographic surfaces, (2) characterize the dynamic P2P filling-merging-spilling-separating processes, and (3) simulate infiltration into soils with various hydrologic/hydraulic properties under complex rainfall events. The model provides modeling details on spatial distribution of overland flow and flow velocity, the P2P dynamic processes, discharges at basin outlets, infiltration and soil moisture condit
	Testing of the P2P Overland Flow Model 
	Six tests were conducted for the P2P overland flow model. These tests focused on evaluating the P2P model in simulating: (1) the dynamic puddle filling, spilling, merging, and separating processes, (2) infiltration associated with the P2P dynamic processes, and (3) water routing associated with infiltration and the P2P dynamic process. Table 1 shows the details on the parameters used for the six tests, including simulation durations, surfaces, rainfall, soil types, and initial moisture conditions.  
	Table 1 Parameters of six tests of the P2P overland flow model 
	Test 
	Test 
	Test 
	Test 

	Duration (min) 
	Duration (min) 

	Rainfall 
	Rainfall 
	intensity (cm/hr) 

	Surface 
	Surface 

	Surface 
	Surface 
	size (cm2) 

	Experiment 
	Experiment 

	Soil type 
	Soil type 

	Initial soil moisture 
	Initial soil moisture 

	Span

	1 
	1 
	1 

	30.00 
	30.00 

	1.10 
	1.10 

	S1 
	S1 

	6130.08 
	6130.08 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 

	Span

	2 
	2 
	2 

	80.00 
	80.00 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	S2 
	S2 

	1211.04 
	1211.04 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 

	Span

	3 
	3 
	3 

	44.00 
	44.00 

	4.62 
	4.62 

	S3 
	S3 

	6000.00 
	6000.00 

	1 
	1 

	Silty clay 
	Silty clay 

	0.165 
	0.165 

	Span

	4 
	4 
	4 

	44.00 
	44.00 

	4.62 
	4.62 

	S4 
	S4 

	6000.00 
	6000.00 

	2 
	2 

	Silty clay 
	Silty clay 

	0.165 
	0.165 

	Span

	5 
	5 
	5 

	80.00 
	80.00 

	3.23 
	3.23 

	S5 
	S5 

	36000.00 
	36000.00 

	3 
	3 

	Silty clay loam 
	Silty clay loam 

	0.145 
	0.145 

	Span

	6 
	6 
	6 

	19.80 
	19.80 

	2.0 (15.48 min) 
	2.0 (15.48 min) 

	S6 
	S6 

	500.00 
	500.00 

	TD
	Span
	 

	Silty Clay 
	Silty Clay 

	0.200 
	0.200 

	Span


	 
	Tests 1 and 2 were conducted for complex topographic surfaces S1 and S2 (Figs. 3a and 3b). The two surfaces were characterized with complex puddle organizations and relationships. They 
	had 131 and 933 puddles, and 13 and 19 puddle levels, respectively. In the modeling of these two tests, assumptions of instantaneous water transfer and imperviousness were introduced. 
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	Fig. 3 DEMs of topographic surfaces S1 – S6 for testing the P2P overland flow model 
	(a) S1 
	(b) S2 
	(c) S3 
	(d) S4 
	(e) S5 
	(f) S6 

	Three laboratory experiments (Experiments 1 - 3) were selected for testing the P2P model. The corresponding tests (Tests 3, 4, and 5) were conducted under the same rainfall and soil conditions (Table 1). Experiments 1 and 2 were conducted for rough and smooth surfaces, respectively (Figs. 3c and 3d), and Experiment 3 was conducted for a larger rough soil surface (1.2 × 3.0 m2) (Fig. 3e). These three surfaces (S3 – S5) were scanned by using an instantaneous-profile laser scanner, which created high-resolutio
	simulation results were compared with the observed data from the experiments, including outlet discharge, wetting front movement, and occurrence timing of puddle spilling. 
	Test 6 was conducted for a puddle-dominated surface (S6, Fig. 3f). Surface S6 had an area of 0.05 m2, featuring a large puddle (Fig. 3f). The simulation period for Test 6 was 19.8 min, and a steady rainfall with an intensity of 2.0 cm/hr and a duration of 15.48 min was applied (Table 1). 
	Quantification of Topography-controlled Hydrologic Connectivity 
	Previous studies on functional hydrologic connectivity focused mainly on analyzing simplified outlet hydrographs. New approaches are needed to examine the intrinsic factors that control runoff generation. Hydrographs may not necessarily account for the spatio-temporal variations in the generation and evolution processes of overland flow. Few efforts have been made to reveal the spatio-temporal changes in hydrologic connectivity affected by surface microtopography in an overland flow system. The unique featu
	P2P Hydrologic Connectivity 
	Overland flow on a rough surface is characterized by discontinuous P2P filling-merging-spilling-separating dynamics (Chu et al., 2012), which involve a series of hydrologically connected areas (ACs) and individual ponding areas (PAs) under the influence of surface microtopography. Such a hierarchical connecting process is referred to as “P2P hydrologic connectivity” (Chu et al., 2012). Depressions break the connectivity of topographic elements, forming a number of ACs which essentially are the contributing 
	AC has the potential to expand and connect to its upstream/downstream areas at different stages of overland flow generation. The AC expands when the water level in its puddle reaches the threshold and spills to the downstream area. The outlet hydrograph features a stepwise changing pattern as more areas are connected to the outlet. When all puddles are fully filled, the development of ACs is completed and the entire surface drains runoff water to the outlets. The evolution/formation of ACs leads to dynamic 
	Time-varying Hydrologic Connectivity Indices 
	Based on Western et al. (2001), two modified hydrologic connectivity indices, time-varying connectivity function and connectivity length, were proposed in this study to characterize the statistical properties of ACs and the dynamic changes in ACs across a topographic surface during a rainfall event (Yang and Chu, 2012b). Specifically, a number of ACs with unique ID numbers are identified for each tine step by using the P2P model. Each AC consists of numerous hydrologically connected cells with the same ID. 
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	where CAC(h, t) = connectivity function for separation h at time t; P = probability; IDAC(i, t) = ID number of AC for cell i at time t; h = separation distance; S = space domain that includes all cells; T = time domain ranging from 0 to the end of the time period; LAC(t) = connectivity length at time t; NB = total number of separation bins; hk = separation distance for separation bin k; and Δhk = size of separation bin k. The connectivity function index CAC(h, t) represents the lag-dependent and time-varyin
	In addition, ponding connectivity index CPA(h, t) (Chu et al., 2012) was applied to quantify the connections through PAs and characterize the spatial distributions of PAs. The procedures for computing CPA(h, t) were similar to those for CAC(h, t). But it was assumed that the cells within a PA were connected. Similarly, connectivity length of PAs, LPA(t) can be calculated to represent the average connectivity length of PAs. 
	Combined P2P Experimental and Modeling Study 
	Experiment 3 (Table 1) and surface S5 (Fig. 3e) were selected for the combined experimental and modeling study on hydrologic connectivity. Discharge was measured at the outlet of the surface. During the experiment, critical times were recorded, at which major puddles started spilling through their thresholds. The experiment was stopped when all puddles were fully filled and the flow system approached to a steady state. Furthermore, the P2P model was applied to simulate the P2P overland flow process under th
	microtopography). Comparison of the simulation against the experimental data was conducted and in-depth discussions on hydrologic connectivity were performed. 
	Functional Hydrologic Connectivity Analysis 
	Two laboratory-scale surfaces (S7 and S8, Fig. 4) were created and used for hydrologic connectivity analysis. Surface S7 (Fig. 4a) was created using a styrofoam board with an area of 0.38 m2. This surface was characterized with a large number of puddles and complex puddle relationships (e.g., inclusion and upstream-downstream relationships). Surface S8 (Fig. 4b) was generated by randomly distributed soil aggregates across an area of 1.0 m × 0.8 m. High-resolution DEMs of these two surfaces were obtained by 
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	Fig. 4 DEMs of surfaces S7 and S8 for hydrologic connectivity analysis 
	(a) Surface S7 
	(b) Surface S8 

	In this study, functional hydrologic connectivity was analyzed by using three indicators: (1) connectivity function and connectivity length of ACs, (2) connectivity function and connectivity length of PAs, and (3) simplified hydrograph. The first two indicators for FHC characterize the spatio-temporal variations of hydrologic connectivity, while the third indicator provides valuable 
	information on the overall response of a topographic surface to rainfall inputs at the outlet. Simplified hydrograph denotes the discharge normalized by rainfall input (rQ-P) as a function of cumulative rainfall (CP). 
	Application of the P2P Overland Flow Model for a Site in the Prairie Pothole Region 
	To further demonstrate the capability of the P2P overland flow model, a watershed-scale surface (S9, Fig. 5) was selected, which was located in the Red River Basin in North Dakota. The DEM resolution of surface S9 was 10 m. This surface had an area of 8.75 × 106 m2. The PD program and the P2P overland flow model were utilized for puddle-focused watershed delineation and modeling of the P2P dynamics by assuming instantaneous water transfer and impervious surface. Uniformly-distributed steady rainfall with an
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	Fig. 5 DEM of watershed surface S9 
	 
	Ponded water 
	Puddle-based unit 

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
	Tests of the P2P Overland Flow Model 
	Six tests were conducted for the P2P overland flow model (Table 1). Tests 1 and 2 focused on simulating the dynamic puddle filling, spilling, merging, and separating processes; Tests 3, 4, and 5 were used for testing simulation of infiltration associated with the P2P dynamic processes; and Test 6 demonstrated water routing and modeling of infiltration and the P2P dynamics. 
	Tests of the P2P Model for Simulating the P2P Dynamics 
	Fig. 6a shows the simulated water distribution of surface S1 (Fig. 3a) for Test 1 after the entire surface reaches a steady state. Puddle P1 has 39 embedded puddles. Four puddles have an upstream-downstream relationship with P1, as indicated by arrows in Fig. 6a. The contributing area of puddle P1 is 4037.4 cm2, which accounts 65.86% of the entire surface area. The P2P model simulates the puddle filling, spilling, and merging processes in a dynamic fashion based on the physical relationships and filling con
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	(b) Hydrograph  
	(a) Spatial water distribution 
	P1 
	Contributing area for puddle P1 
	A 
	Fig. 6 Simulated water distribution and hydrograph of surface 1 for Test 1 

	The simulated hydrograph for surface S1 is shown in Fig. 6b. A stepwise changing pattern can be observed. After puddle P1 is fully filled, water spills to the downstream through its overflow threshold (i.e., point A, Fig. 6a), and the drainage system is fully developed, which leads to a significant increase in discharge at t = 22 min (Fig. 6b). Eventually, the hydrograph reaches a constant value. 
	Fig. 7 shows the spatial distributions of ponded water on surface S2 at four selected times (t = 0, 6, 20, and 110 min). It can be observed that the spatial coverage of ponded water increases and their hydrologic connections are strengthened with an increase in time. Fig. 8 shows the hydrograph of surface S2 from Test 2. A series of stepwise increases can be observed, which can be primarily attributed to the microtopographic features of surface S2. The modeling results demonstrate the capabilities of the P2
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	Fig. 7 Simulated water distribution of surface S2 at four different times for Test 2 
	(a) 0 minutes 
	(b) 6 minutes 
	(c) 20 minutes 
	(d) 110 minutes 
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	Fig. 8 Simulated hydrograph for Test 2 
	or S8 (entire surface) 

	Tests of the P2P Model in Simulating Infiltration and the P2P Dynamics 
	Fig. 9 shows the observed and simulated hydrographs for experiments 1 and 2, and the corresponding Tests 3 and 4. These two experiments were conducted for the same soil type (silty clay), rainfall condition (4.62 cm/hr), and initial soil moisture content (0.165) (Table 1). The simulated hydrographs for Tests 3 and 4 match their observed ones from experiments 1 and 2 very well (Fig. 9). The calculated NOF and EF are 0.07 and 0.99 for Test 3 (experiment 1), and 0.08 and 0.98 for Test 4 (experiment 2), respect
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	Fig. 9 Comparison of the observed and simulated hydrographs for Tests 3 and 4, and experiments 1 and 2 
	(a) Test 3 (experiment 1) 
	(b) Test 4 (experiment 2) 

	Fig. 10a shows the simulated and observed wetting front curves from experiments 1 and 2, and Tests 3 and 4. Good agreements have been achieved. The calculated NOF and EF are 0.13 and 0.78 for Test 3 (experiment 1), and 0.19 and 0.72 for Test 4 (experiment 2), respectively. The wetting front depths at time 10 and 40 minutes reach 2.05 and 6.85 cm, respectively. The simulated and observed critical times of puddle ponding and spilling for surface S3 are shown in Fig. 10b, from which good agreement also can be 
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	(b) S3 
	Fig. 10 Comparison of the simulated and observed wetting front depths and critical times for Tests 3 and 4, and experiments 1 and 2 
	(a) 
	S3 (observed) 
	S3 (simulated) 
	S4 (observed) 
	S4 (simulated) 
	 
	 

	Mass balance analyses for these two experiments and the corresponding modeling tests are summarized in Table 2. Except for the cumulative runoff and infiltration for Test 3, the relative errors for all other mass balance terms are less than 1% (Table 2). It hence can be concluded that good agreements have been achieved for both modeling tests. Infiltration is a dominant process for such a soil system. The observed cumulative infiltration values are 18,403.54 cm3 (70.89% of rainfall) and 18700.67 cm3 (70.79%
	Table 2 Mass balance analyses for Tests 3 and 4, and experiments 1 and 2 
	Mass Balance Terms 
	Mass Balance Terms 
	Mass Balance Terms 
	Mass Balance Terms 

	Observed 
	Observed 

	Simulated 
	Simulated 

	Relative Error (%) 
	Relative Error (%) 

	Span

	Experiment 1 
	Experiment 1 
	Experiment 1 
	(Test 3) 

	Cumulative rainfall (cm3) 
	Cumulative rainfall (cm3) 

	25960.32 
	25960.32 

	25960.32 
	25960.32 

	0.00 
	0.00 

	Span

	TR
	Cumulative runoff (cm3) 
	Cumulative runoff (cm3) 

	6805.00 
	6805.00 

	6612.31 
	6612.31 

	-2.83 
	-2.83 

	Span

	TR
	Cumulative infiltration (cm3) 
	Cumulative infiltration (cm3) 

	18403.54 
	18403.54 

	18596.23 
	18596.23 

	1.05 
	1.05 

	Span

	TR
	Depression storage (cm3) 
	Depression storage (cm3) 

	751.77 
	751.77 

	751.77 
	751.77 

	0.00 
	0.00 

	Span

	Experiment 2 
	Experiment 2 
	Experiment 2 
	(Test 4) 

	Cumulative rainfall (cm3) 
	Cumulative rainfall (cm3) 

	26417.94 
	26417.94 

	26417.94 
	26417.94 

	0.00 
	0.00 

	Span

	TR
	Cumulative runoff (cm3) 
	Cumulative runoff (cm3) 

	7717.00 
	7717.00 

	7772.19 
	7772.19 

	0.72 
	0.72 

	Span

	TR
	Cumulative infiltration (cm3) 
	Cumulative infiltration (cm3) 

	18700.67 
	18700.67 

	18645.75 
	18645.75 

	-0.29 
	-0.29 

	Span

	TR
	Depression storage (cm3) 
	Depression storage (cm3) 

	0.28 
	0.28 

	0.28 
	0.28 

	0.00 
	0.00 

	Span


	 
	Experiment 3 was used to demonstrate the capability of the P2P model in simulations for a larger and complex soil surface (S5, Fig. 3e). The observed and simulated hydrographs are shown in Fig. 11. The hydrographs again exhibit a stepwise increasing pattern, which can be attributed to the unique threshold flow associated with the puddle filling-merging-spilling dynamics. When all puddles were fully filled, the entire surface contributed runoff water to the outlet through the well-connected drainage system, 
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	Fig. 11 Comparison of the observed and simulated hydrographs for Test 5 and experiment 3 
	 

	Comparisons of the simulated and observed wetting front depths and the critical times of puddle ponding and filling processes are shown in Figs. 12a and 12b, respectively. The NOF and 
	EF for the observed and simulated wetting front depths are 0.15 and 0.97, respectively. Table 3 summarizes the mass balance analysis for Test 5 and experiment 3. The relative error of cumulative infiltration for Test 5 is only 1.01%, which demonstrates the capability of the P2P overland flow model for simulating the topography-influenced infiltration process and the associated P2P dynamics. 
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	Fig. 12 Comparison of the simulated and observed wetting front depths and critical times for Test 5 and experiment 3 
	(a) 
	(b) 

	Table 3 Mass balance analyses for Test 5 and experiment 3 
	Mass Balance Terms 
	Mass Balance Terms 
	Mass Balance Terms 
	Mass Balance Terms 

	Observed 
	Observed 

	Simulated 
	Simulated 

	Relative Error (%) 
	Relative Error (%) 

	Span

	Cumulative rainfall (cm3) 
	Cumulative rainfall (cm3) 
	Cumulative rainfall (cm3) 

	154896.40 
	154896.40 

	154896.40 
	154896.40 

	0.00% 
	0.00% 

	Span

	Cumulative runoff (cm3) 
	Cumulative runoff (cm3) 
	Cumulative runoff (cm3) 

	28361.00 
	28361.00 

	29553.47 
	29553.47 

	-4.20% 
	-4.20% 

	Span

	Cumulative infiltration (cm3) 
	Cumulative infiltration (cm3) 
	Cumulative infiltration (cm3) 

	118575.72 
	118575.72 

	117383.25 
	117383.25 

	1.01% 
	1.01% 

	Span

	Depression storage (cm3) 
	Depression storage (cm3) 
	Depression storage (cm3) 

	7959.68 
	7959.68 

	7959.68 
	7959.68 

	0.00% 
	0.00% 

	Span


	 
	Test of the P2P Model in Simulating Water Routing, Infiltration, and the P2P Dynamics 
	Test 6 was conducted to demonstrate the capability of the P2P model in simulating overland flow on a puddle-dominated surface (S6, Fig. 3f). Specifically, we tested: (1) the D8 diffusion wave routing approach by using the delineated drainage network for a PBU, (2) the capability of 
	handling the interactions between diffusion wave routing cells and water-ponded puddle cells, and (3) three types of boundary conditions. 
	Fig. 13 shows the hydrograph simulated by the P2P model for surface S6 (Fig. 3f). Two stepwise increases can be observed in Fig. 13. The first stepwise increase resulted from the water contribution by the PBU adjacent to the outlet of surface S6. Since there was no puddle in this PBU (Fig. 3f), contributing cells drained water directly to the outlet of the surface. The large puddle on surface S6 underwent a filling process before t = 5.84 min. Overland flow was routed by the diffusion wave model from upstre
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	Fig. 13 Simulated hydrograph for Test 6 

	Topography-controlled Hydrologic Connectivity Analysis 
	Combined Experimental and Modeling Study for Hydrologic Connectivity Analysis 
	Fig. 14a shows the observed and simulated hydrographs for surface S5 of experiment 3. Interesting variations in hydrologic connectivity can be observed from the critical times related to initiation of puddle spilling (Fig. 14b) and the calculated connectivity lengths of ACs and PAs (LAC and LPA) (Figs. 14a and 14b). The designed puddle relationships ensured precise measurement of the timing of puddle spilling and observation of the development of ACs and hydrologic connectivity during the experiment. Basica
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	Fig. 14 Observed and simulated hydrographs, critical ponding and spilling times, and connectivity lengths of ACs and PAs (LAC and LPA) for surface S5  

	The observed and simulated hydrographs start increasing at t = 16.0 min (Fig. 14a). Both hydrographs show a stepwise increasing pattern (Fig. 14a), implying dramatic changes in hydrologic connectivity. A puddle starts spilling once it is fully filled. If its corresponding AC directly connects to the outlet of the surface, a step-wise increase in discharge occurs (Fig. 14a). Each stepwise increase in the hydrograph is associated with a new puddle spilling process and the corresponding evolution of ACs. After
	Simplified hydrograph and connectivity length of ACs (LAC) (Fig. 14a) are two connectivity measurement indicators that have different hydrologic meanings and are calculated by different methods. However, these two indicators show considerable similarity in representing the system response and the behavior of runoff generation. They exhibit a similar stepwise increasing pattern (Fig. 14a). Meanwhile, certain differences can be observed in the shapes of the LAC curve and the simplified hydrograph. LAC is grea
	connectivity of the dynamic overland flow system). Thus, LAC bridges the gap between SHC and FHC for hydrologic connectivity analysis. 
	The connectivity length of PAs (LPA) shows a continuous, significant increase before it reaches a plateau (Fig. 14b). Each puddle makes flow contribution to the increase of LPA before it is fully filled. Resultantly, the shape of the LPA curve changes when puddles are fully filled and start spilling in the runoff generation process. The magnitude of LPA at a specific time indicates the average size of the water-ponded areas across the entire surface. The increasing pattern is determined by surface topograph
	In summary, the dynamic P2P processes govern hydrologic connectivity, control surface runoff generation, and alter the flow drainage pattern. Connectivity lengths for ACs and PAs (LAC and LPA) are capable of quantifying the basic topography-associated hydrologic connectivity and the evolution/formation of hydrologic connectivity, and revealing the dynamic threshold behaviors of overland flow generation. 
	Quantification of the Spatio-temporal Variations in Hydrologic Connectivity for Surfaces with Various Topographic Characteristics 
	Fig. 15 displays the simulated hydrographs and connectivity lengths of ACs and PAs (LAC and LPA) for surfaces S7 and S8 (Fig. 4). For surface S8, the simplified hydrograph, LAC, and LPA curves have similar changing patterns (Fig. 15b). However, surface S7 has dissimilar changing patterns of these curves (Fig. 15a). This can be attributed to the distinct topographic characteristics and boundary conditions for surfaces S7 and S8. Surface S7 has larger combined puddles and a close boundary, while surface S8 fe
	within the topography-influenced system comparing with the development of connectivity to its outlets (i.e., simplified hydrograph). 
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	Fig. 15 Simulated hydrographs and connectivity lengths of ACs and PAs (LAC and LPA) for surfaces S7 and S8 
	(a) Surface S7 
	(b) Surface S8 

	The connectivity functions of ACs and PAs of surface S8 for five time points (t = 0.01, 0.08, 0.17, 0.42, and 0.83 hr) are shown in Figs. 16a and 16b, respectively. For any selected time, the CAC curve shows a gradually decreasing trend with separation h (Fig. 16a), which indicates a decreasing pattern of hydrologic connectivity. Hydrologic connectivity is improved with increasing time. Separation h reaches the maximum at t = 0.83 hr (Fig. 16a). Fig. 16b shows the connectivity functions of PAs for the five 
	For any time, the value of CPA for h = 0 represents the ratio of ponded area to the total surface area. 
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	Fig. 16 Connectivity functions of ACs and PAs (CAC, CPA) for surface S8 at different times 

	It can be concluded from the preceding discussions that the time-varying connectivity functions CAC and CPA, and connectivity lengths LAC and LPA for ACs and PAs effectively reveal the spatio-temporal variations in hydrologic connectivity in the topography-controlled overland flow generation process. Hydrologic connectivity may vary with surface topographic characteristics at different stages of the overland flow generation processes. 
	Application of the P2P Overland Flow Model in the Prairie Pothole Region 
	Fig. 17a displays some summarized details on the delineated watershed, including the major highest-level puddles, their thresholds, flow accumulations, and PBUs. Strong non-uniformity can be observed from the shapes and distributions of the delineated puddles. Surface S9 had 204 puddles at 18 different levels. The maximum ponding area and maximum depression storage (MDS) of the entire surface were 2.68 ×106 m2 and 9.95 ×106 m3, respectively. Note that this maximum depression storage did not include the init
	(point O, Fig. 17a). PBU4 was connected to PBU2, and PBUs 5, 6, and 7 contributed water to PBU3 (Fig. 17a). Note that many small PBUs were combined with larger PBUs in Fig. 17a. 
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	Fig. 17 Delineated puddles and puddle-based units (PBUs), and simulated threshold flow and puddle spilling time for surface S9 
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	A real topography-controlled hydrologic system usually shows complex and dynamic threshold behaviors. The timing of puddle spilling and the amount of spilled water are critical to the related hydrologic analysis. Fig. 17b illustrates the spilling times and the final threshold flow discharges simulated by the P2P overland flow model for all major puddles by assuming instantaneous water transfer. Puddles had dissimilar initial spilling times, depending on their hydrotopographic characteristics (Fig. 17a). Sma
	In addition to puddle filling and spilling, merging also was one of the critical P2P processes within a PBU. PBU1 included 59 puddles at 18 levels, 58 of which were embedded puddles. Following the initial filling and spilling processes, these embedded puddles underwent a series of merging, filling, and spilling processes, which formed a number of higher-level puddles. Such a process repeated until the highest-level puddle was fully filled. Spilling of the embedded puddles in a PBU varied, depending on their
	Potholes in the Red River Basin were a series of cascaded, threshold-driven big “puddles” (lakes). Each pothole had its own filling status and interacted with others. Eventually, all PBUs in the P2P drainage system were well connected. As shown in Fig. 17b, the final threshold flow discharges from these PBUs increased along the drainage direction, reaching the highest discharge at the outlet (4.30 × 105 m3/hr). The P2P overland flow model can be used to simulate the P2P dynamic processes over rough topograp
	CONCLUSIONS 
	It has been a challenge to physically simulate the spatially and temporally varying discontinuous overland flow due to their irregularity and complexity. In this study, a physically-based distributed overland flow model was developed to simulate puddle filling, spilling, and merging dynamics, as well as topography-influenced infiltration process. The special features of 
	this model included a new modeling structure (e.g., puddle-based units) and two water routing procedures (i.e., cell-to-cell and puddle-to-puddle water routing). 
	Six tests were conducted and three laboratory experiments were used to demonstrate the capabilities of the P2P overland flow model. Based on the testing results, it can be concluded that the P2P overland flow model was capable of: (1) accurately simulating spatio-temporal water distributions and discharge at the outlet(s) of topographic surfaces; (2) modeling the dynamic threshold behaviors of depressions (filling and spilling) and their interactions (merging and spilling); and (3) simulating infiltration u
	In addition, the developed model was further applied to investigate: (1) the topography-controlled hydrologic connectivity and (2) threshold behaviors of potholes in the Prairie Pothole Region. Two modified hydrologic connectivity indices were proposed to quantify scale-dependent and time-varying hydrologic connectivity of connected areas and ponded areas. It was found that connectivity function and connectivity length were capable of quantifying the spatio-temporal variations in hydrologic connectivity. Hy
	The future study will focus on improving the current P2P overland flow model and applying it to more sites in the Prairie Pothole Region. It is expected to apply the P2P overland flow model to address regional hydrologic issues, such as (1) natural resources management, (2) delineation and modeling of the prairie pothole wetlands, and (3) floods and draughts. 
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